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a b s t r a c t
In content-oriented networks, popular contents are replicated at the intermediate nodes to
enhance content delivery performance. Under cooperative caching, the caching nodes collaborate to leverage one another’s cache capability and to reduce the amount of trafﬁc
transferring inside the network. This study considers the cooperation among service providers (SPs). The transferable-payoff coalitional game model is applied for analysis. We
investigate the stability of the grand coalition and show that the dual-based cost allocation
is in the core. A linear program (LP) minimizing the network bandwidth-expense is used
for the characteristic function of the game model. However, solving the LP is a challenge
because of a large amount of contents in the network. The Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition
approach is further applied to decompose the large-scale problem into many subproblems,
which can be solved in parallel. The analysis provides not only a deeper insight into the
cooperative cache among SPs but also content placement and distribution strategies as a
solution to the LP.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In content-oriented networks, the contents are replicated at the caching nodes placed in the service provider’s
(SP) networks. The users obtain the contents at the intermediate nodes instead of downloading from the original
sources, thus decreasing the time and cost of content delivery to the end users. Ideally, all contents should be cached
in each storage node. However, a large amount of contents
exists in the network whereas storage capacity is limited.
Therefore, the nodes only cache the most popular contents.
When a node receives a request for a particular content
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item, the content is directly sent back to the end user if
the node has the content in its storage; otherwise, the content is fetched from the other nodes in the network or from
the content repository. It has been known that the nodes
should cooperate in caching to reduce the bandwidth cost
of the trafﬁc transferred within the network. Given the
demands of the contents, the optimal content placement
is proposed by solving a large-scale mixed integer linear
program (LP) minimizing the total bandwidth cost of the
network [1–4]. In case the integer constraints are relaxed,
the problem models the fractional cooperative caching,
which is considered in this work.
Cooperative caching at the SP level aims to mitigate the
transit trafﬁc cost among SPs [5–8]. The SPs in Ref. [5]
cooperate in a selﬁsh or altruistic manner to serve their
subscribers. The algorithms of both cases are proven to
converge to Nash equilibriums. The authors in Ref. [6]
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use the Vickrey–Clarke–Groves auction game model to
design a mechanism for the cache servers owned by selﬁsh
wireless SPs truthfully cooperating with each other. Also
using cooperative caching, the authors in Ref. [7] propose
an optimization model to minimize the inter-SP trafﬁc
while considering the inter-SP trafﬁc pattern, cache server
resource allocation, and SP peering agreements. The work
in Ref. [8] addresses the question of whether content-level
peering is stable and efﬁcient without explicit coordination
between the neighboring cache networks. The cache allocation of autonomous systems at content-level peering is
stable regardless of whether the autonomous systems
coordinate [8].
Meanwhile, the application of the coalitional game
model in communication networks has recently received
increasing attention [9–16]. Ref. [9] provides a concise
introduction and survey on this kind of game. In a coalitional game, the players cooperate into groups called
coalitions to reduce their operational cost. A coalition
structure called coalition partition is stable if a cost allocation scheme ensures that no player/group of players would
want to leave their current coalition; otherwise, their cost
will increase. An optimal partition is the stable partition
having a minimal aggregate cost. In general, a coalition formation algorithm is required to form a coalition partition.
The problem of ﬁnding an optimal partition is a hard problem and the optimal algorithm has exponential complexity.
Therefore, a sub-optimal algorithm converging to a Nash
equilibrium point is usually proposed. The readers can
refer to Refs. [10–12] for more details on this kind of game.
In another kind of coalitional game, the player always
beneﬁts from cooperating [13–16]. The grand coalition is
stable under some cost allocations.
This study considers the SP-level cooperation in caching
in light of coalitional game. We explore the main questions
of whether the cooperation always beneﬁts and how the
operational cost is reasonably shared among the SPs. The
transferable-payoff coalitional game model is applied to
the formulation. The SPs tend to form coalitions to reduce
their operational cost. We show that the core of the game
is non-empty. The dual-based cost allocation stabilizes the
grand coalition. Therefore, the SPs always beneﬁt when
joining the grand coalition. Three cost allocation schemes,

namely, Shapley, nucleolus, and dual-based, are also
discussed in this study.
The characteristic function used in the coalitional game
model is an LP problem minimizing the network bandwidth-expense. Solving the LP also yields the optimal content placement and distribution strategies. However, the
cooperative caching LP is a large-scale optimization problem because of the large number of content items in the
network. Utilizing the block-angular structure of the
large-scale problem, we decompose it into many subproblems which can be solved in parallel. Each subproblem is
associated with one content. To the best of our knowledge,
this study is the ﬁrst to consider collaborative caching
among the SPs with the use of a coalitional game model.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
describes the game model, proves the non-emptiness of
the core, and presents some typical cost sharing schemes,
i.e., dual-based, Shapley, and nucleolus. Section 3 discusses
the decomposition approach that addresses the large-scale
LP. Section 4 details the numerical results and Sections 5
concludes the work.

2. Bandwidth-expense coalitional game
2.1. Transferable-payoff coalitional game model
Let us consider a set of SPs N providing content delivery
service to their users. The nodes in an SP network is
assumed to cooperate in caching to serve the requests to
the SP. When a node i receives a request for content m,
node i continues to forward content m’s request to all the
other nodes it cooperates if it has only xm
i fraction of content m already in its storage. Consequently, node i receives
m
ym
ij fraction of content m from node j and zi fraction from
content m’s repository (see Fig. 1). The content would usually be downloaded from the caching nodes rather than
from the repository. The cost of transferring one unit of
content m from its repository to serve the request at node
i is higher than that from the other node j, i.e., cm
i > c ij . We
assume that the demands for the contents are constants in
the considered time period (Table 1 shows the main notations used in this paper).

Table 1
Notations.
Parameters:
M
Set of contents
S
Coalition/subset of service providers
Grand coalition, set of all the service providers
N
nðSÞ
Set of all caching nodes in coalition S
Bi
Storage capacity of caching node i
m
s
Size of content m
m
Demand for content m at node i in the considered time period
di
cij
cm
i

Cost for one unit of content from node j to node i in the considered time period
Cost for one unit of content m from its original source to node i in the considered time period

Variables:
xm
Fraction of content m stored on node i
i
Fraction of content m from node j serving the demand on node i
ym
ij
zm
i
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Fraction of content m from original source serving the demand on node i
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The coalitional game in characteristic form with transferable payoff is applied to model the cooperation among
SPs [9,17]. Each SP is a player in the game. A coalition is a
subset of SPs (S # N ) collaborating in caching the contents,
i.e., one node can receive/fetch the content from/to the
other nodes within the coalition to serve its requests. A
coalition could be an individual SP or all SPs. In the second
case, it is called grand coalition. The coalitional game is
denoted by a pair ðN ; v Þ, where v is the characteristic
function that maps any coalition S # N to a real value
quantifying the cost of S, i.e., v ðSÞ.
Given coalition S, the amount of cost that SP k in S
receives from the division of v ðSÞ constitutes SP k’s payoff.
A cost allocation with respect to coalition S is the set of
payoffs/shared costs of all the SPs in S.
The characteristic function is described using a bandwidth-expense minimization problem as follows. In any
coalition S, the amount of bandwidth cost for serving the
demand for m at node i is the total of amount of bandwidth
cost to transfer the fractions of content m from the other
caching
nodes
and
the
repository,
i.e.,


P
m m
m
m m
s di
. Hence, the total amount of the
j2nðSÞ c ij y
ij þ ci zi
j–i

bandwidth cost of coalition S to serve its demands is given


P
P
P
m m
m
m m
. We need to
by
j2nðSÞ c ij y
m2M
i2nðSÞ s di
ij þ ci zi
j–i

choose a content placement and fetching strategies minimizing the bandwidth expense of coalition S:
0
1
X X
X
m
B
m mC
PrimalðSÞ :Min:
sm di @ cij ym
ij þ c i zi A
m2Mi2nðSÞ

st:

X

j2nðSÞ
j–i

sm xm
i 6 Bi ; 8i 2 nðSÞ;

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

j2nðSÞ
j–i

m
m
xm
i P 0; yij P 0;zi P 0; 8i;j 2 nðSÞ;i – j;m 2 M:

2.2. On the core of the coalitional game
Let p ¼ ðpk Þk2N be the cost allocation with respect to
P
grand coalition N . We have k2N pk ¼ v ðN Þ, which is the
solution to PrimalðN Þ problem. With cost allocation p,
the total cost of any subset S in the grand coalition is
P
pðSÞ ¼ k2S pk . This value is different from that of v ðSÞ
yielded by coalition S (i.e., only the SPs in S cooperate).
The core of the game is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. The core of the coalitional game is the set of
cost allocations p such that pðSÞ 6 v ðSÞ; 8S # N .
If the core is non-empty, then there exists a cost allocation that the shared cost of any subset S is less than the
cost of coalition S, i.e., v ðSÞ. No SP or group of SPs has
the incentive to deviate from the grand coalition since its
cost will increase if it leaves. The grand coalition is called
stable under allocation p.
Theoretically, a cost-based coalitional game is convex if
the
characteristic
function
is
submodular,
i.e.,
v ðSÞ þ v ðT Þ P v ðS [ T Þ þ v ðS \ T Þ for any S; T # N . It is
known that the core of a convex game is non-empty. However, the bandwidth-expense coalitional game considered
in this paper does not have convexity (see Example 1).
Nevertheless, the non-emptiness of the core is always
obtained according to Theorem 1.

ð1Þ

m2M
m
ym
ij 6 xj ; 8i;j 2 nðSÞ;i – j;m 2 M;
X
m
m
ym
xi þ
ij þ zi P 1; 8i 2 nðSÞ;m 2 M;

formulation can be considered a cluster. Accordingly, xm
i is
the fraction of content m stored on cluster i; ym
ij is the fraction of content m fetched to cluster i from cluster j, and zm
i
is the fraction of content m fetched from the original
source to cluster i.

ð4Þ

Constraint (1) is the storage capacity constraint of each
node, i.e., total storage of all contents/fraction of contents
at node i must be less than or equal to i’s storage capacity
Bi . Constraint (2) implies that the fraction of content m
from node j serving the requests to node i must not exceed
the amount of content m stored at node j. Constraint (3)
guarantees that the amount of content m stored at node i
and the total amount of content m received from the other
nodes and the repository must be greater that or equal to
the whole content to serve the requests for content m at
node i. The equality of constraint (3) actually holds at the
m
optimal point. Hence, constraints xm
i 6 1; yij 6 1, and
m
zi 6 1 are implicitly implied.
The characteristic function with respect to coalition S is
deﬁned as the minimal bandwidth cost when the SPs in S
cooperate. Therefore, v ðSÞ is the solution to PrimalðSÞ
problem.
Notably, PrimalðSÞ can be utilized to formulate the
cooperative caching among SPs in a larger scale. At a higher
level, each SP includes several clusters, each of which can
contain tens to thousands of nodes. Each node in the above

Example 1. Consider three SPs f1; 2; 3g. Each SP has one
caching node with 2 GB of the storage capacity.
Assume that the network has two contents, and the
demands for the contents follows Zipf–Mandelbrot
distribution, which is usually used to model content
popularities [20]. The demand for m-th popularity content
at SP i is given by
m

di ¼ r i P

ðq þ mÞa
a ;
m2M ðq þ mÞ

ð5Þ

where q is the shift parameter, a is the shape parameter of
the distribution, and r i is the request rate to SP i. Assume
that q ¼ 10; a ¼ 1, and ri ¼ 1 request per minute. The costs
between the two SPs are c12 ¼ c13 ¼ c23 ¼ 2. The costs from
repository to nodes are c1 ¼ c2 ¼ c3 ¼ 4. Let S ¼ f1; 2g and
T ¼ f2; 3g. Subsequently, v ðSÞ þ v ðT Þ ¼ 8, whereas
v ðS [ T Þ þ v ðS \ T Þ ¼ 9:74 > v ðSÞ þ v ðT Þ.
Theorem 1. The core of the bandwidth-expense coalitional
game ðN ; v Þ is non-empty.
Proof. We prove Theorem 1 by showing that the dualbased cost allocation is in the core. The proof also includes
the construction of the cost allocation for SPs with respect
to the grand coalition. The dual problem of PrimalðSÞ is
given by
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DualðSÞ :Max:

!

X

X

i2nðSÞ

m2M

X

st:sm ai 

/k ¼

cmi  Bi ai

m
bm
ji P ci ; 8i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M

ð6Þ

m
sm di cij þ bm
ij P ci ; 8i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M

ð7Þ

m
sm di cm
i

ð8Þ

SP k is

m

P cm
i ; 8i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M;

ai P 0; bmij P 0; cmi P 0; 8i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M;
ð9Þ
m
i Þi2nðSÞ ; ðbi;j Þi;j2nðSÞ; j–i; m2M ,

m
i Þi2nðSÞ; m2M

where ða
and ðc
are
Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints (1)–(3),
respectively. From the strong duality, the primal solution
m
also coordinates with the dual solution. Let ðai ; bm
ij ; ci Þ
for all i; j 2 nðN Þ; j – i; m 2 M be the dual optimal values
with respect to the grand coalition, i.e., S is replaced by N
in PrimalðSÞ and DualðSÞ problems. The shared cost for SP
k with respect to the grand coalition is deﬁned as follows:

!

X

X

k2nðfkgÞ

m2M

m
i


i

c  Bi a :

ð10Þ

jN j

eðpÞ 2 R2

X
X X
pðSÞ ¼
pk ¼
k2S

k2S i2nðfkgÞ

X

X

i2nðSÞ

m2M

X

!
m
i


i

c  Bi a

m2M

!


cm
6 v ðSÞ:
i  Bi ai

Therefore, the core of the bandwidth-expense coalitional
game is non-empty. h
2.3. Shapley and nucleolus values
Aside from the dual-based cost allocation, two other
well-known cost allocations for a transferable-payoff coalitional game, i.e., Shapley and nucleolus values, are discussed in this section as follows.
(1) Shapley: Shapley values emphasize on the fairness of
cost allocation. Denote the marginal contribution of
SP k to coalition S be the amount of decrease in cost
when SP k joins coalition S, i.e., Dk ðSÞ ¼ v ðS [ fkgÞ
v ðSÞ. The Shapley value of SP k equals to

Therefore, the average value over

be the excess vector with respect to allo-

cation p, i.e., the list of excesses of all 2jN j coalitions.
A vector eðpÞ is lexicographically less than a vector
eðqÞ if there is an index k that ei ðpÞ ¼ ei ðqÞ for all
i < k and ek ðpÞ < ek ðqÞ. The nucleolus of a coalitional
game is a cost allocation that lexicographically minimizes the maximal excess. It is known that the
nucleolus is unique and in the core of a coalitional
game [17]. It satisﬁes symmetry and dummy axioms. Unlike the Shapley solution, the nucleolus
value does not have a closed-form. Calculating the
nucleolus requires solving a sequence of LPs [21].

P
P
m
m 
m
1. sm ai  j2nðSÞ; j–i bm
for
ji P s ai 
j2nðN Þ; j–i bji P ci
all i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M;
m
m
2. sm di cij þ bm
for all i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M;
ij P ci
m m m
3. s di ci P cm
,
for
all i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M; and
i
m
4. ai P 0; bm
P 0, for all i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M.
ij P 0; ci
m
Thus, ðai ; bm
ij ; ci Þ for all i; j 2 nðSÞ; j – i; m 2 M is a
feasible point of DualðSÞ. Since v ðSÞ is the optimal value of
PrimalðSÞ as well as DualðSÞ as the deﬁnition of characteristic function of the game,

jN j!
.
ðjN jjSj1Þ!jSj!

all coalitions is given by Eq. (11). The Shapley value
is known as the unique cost allocation that satisﬁes
symmetry, dummy, and additivity axioms [17].
However, it may not be in the core of the coalitional
game (see Example 2).
(2) Nucleolus: The nucleolus cost allocation aims to minimize dissatisfaction of the SPs on their shared cost
in ðN ; v Þ game. Let p ¼ ðpk Þk2N be the cost allocation
for the grand coalition. Denote eðp; SÞ ¼ pðSÞ  v ðSÞ
be the excess of S with respect to p. This value measures the ‘‘unhappiness degree’’ of coalition S. If
there exists a coalition with a positive excess, the
cost allocation p cannot be in the core. Let

P
Subsequently, k2N pk ¼ v ðN Þ.
We prove the above dual-based cost allocation scheme
is in the core by showing pðSÞ 6 v ðSÞ for any subset S # N .
The following inequalities hold:

¼

ð11Þ

The Shapley value is indeed the average of SP k’s
marginal contributions over all possible orderings.
The number of permutations of coalition S without

j2nðSÞ;j–i

pk ¼

X jSj!ðjN j  jSj  1Þ!
Dk ðSÞ:
jN j!
S # N nfkg

The complexity of the calculation of the Shapley and
nucleolus solutions exponentially grows in the number of
SPs. Both require to solve many LPs: 2jN j1 LPs for the Shapley solution and Oð4jN j Þ LPs for the nucleolus solution. Nevertheless, the dual-based cost allocation which stabilizes
the grand coalition needs to solve only one LP, that is, PrimalðN Þ or DualðN Þ.
Example 2. Consider a network with three SPs f1; 2; 3g.
The numbers of nodes in the SPs are 1, 4, and 5 nodes,
respectively. Each node has 2 GB of storage, and the
number of contents is 5. The request rate to each SP equals
to one request per minute and is uniformly distributed
among the caching nodes within each SP. Table 2 presents
the cost allocations according to three solution concepts:
Shapley, nucleolus, and dual-based. The characteristic
function values of the coalitions are given in Table 3.

Table 2
Cost allocations according to three solution concepts.

SP1
SP2
SP3

Dual-based

Nucleolus

Shapley

3.07
1.93
1.59

3.12
1.98
1.50

4.00
1.67
0.92
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Table 3
The values of coalitions.

v ðf1gÞ
v ðf2gÞ
v ðf3gÞ

v ðf1; 2gÞ
v ðf1; 3gÞ
v ðf2; 3gÞ

6.13
2.61
1.6

5.15
4.67
3.53

The nucleolus and dual-based cost allocations are in the
core, whereas the Shapley’s cost allocation is not, i.e.,
/1 þ /2 ¼ 5:67 > v ðf1; 2gÞ ¼ 5:15 (Tables 2 and 3). Hence,
these two SPs have the incentive to leave the grand
coalition and form a new coalition. The grand coalition is
not stable with the Shapley cost allocation.

3. Solving the primal problem
We present the method of dealing with the large-scale
PrimalðN Þ problem in this section. LP can be solved in a
polynomial time. However, PrimalðN Þ is indeed a largescale optimization problem because of a large number of
content items in the network. Fortunately, PrimalðN Þ has
a special structure: the block-angular form (Fig. 2), which
can be decomposed into many subproblems using the
Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition [18,19]. The non-separable
P
m m
constraints are
m2M s xi 6 Bi for all i 2 nðN Þ. The constraints of the subproblem associated with content item
m are

Fig. 2. The block-angular structure of the primal problem.

In each iteration, a new column is inserted into the master
problem. At the K-th iteration, a new extreme point
ðxK ; yK Þ, which is the solution to the subproblems of the
previous iteration, is inserted into the basic. The cost usage
P
P
m
with respect to ðxK ; yK Þ is bK ¼ m2M i2nðN Þ sm di
P

m
m m
. The resource usage with respect
j2nðN Þj–i c ij yij þ c i zi
is
aK ¼ ½a1K . . . ajnðN ÞjK T ,
where
to
ðx ; y Þ
P K Km m
aiK ¼ m2M s xi ; 8i 2 nðN Þ. The master problem has the
following form:

Master : Min:

k¼1

m
ym
8i; j 2 nðN Þ; i – j;
ij 6 xj ;
X
m
m
yij þ zm
8i 2 nðN Þ;
xi þ
i P 1;

m
P 0; ym
ij P 0; zi P 0;

K
X
kk ¼ 1:

8i; j 2 nðN Þ; i – j:

Let ai be the optimal multiplier associated with storage
constraint (12) with respect to node i and r be the optimal
multiplier associated with constraint (13). The subproblem
associated with content m with respect to the optimal
multipliers is given by

SP3

m

Sub  problem :Min:

Node 2

st:

X

mB
sm di @
cij ym
ij
j2nðN Þ
i2nðN Þ

Node 3

Fig. 1. Example of cooperative caching in a content-oriented network
m
with three SPs. Node 1 receives ym
1i fraction of content from node i and z1
fraction of content from m’s repository to serve the request for content m
at node 1 containing xm
1 fraction of content.

ym
ij

6 xm
j ;

xm
i þ

1
m
þ cm
i zi

xm C
þ ai im A
di

X

8i;j 2 nðN Þ;i – j;

m
ym
ij þ zi P 1; 8i 2 nðN Þ;

j2nðN Þ
j–i

SP2

request for
content

0

X

j–i

Node 4

Node 1

ð13Þ

k¼1

Node 5

SP1

ð12Þ

k¼1

Node 6

repository

K
X
aik kk 6 Bi ; 8i 2 nðN Þ

st:

j2nðN Þ
j–i

xm
i

K
X
bk kk

m
m
xm
i P 0;yij P 0;zi P 0; 8i;j 2 nðN Þ; i – j:

The solutions to the subproblems propose a new column
inserted to the basic in the next iteration. The algorithm
stops when the reduced cost RC ¼ v K  r is less than 0,
where

vK

1
m
X
x
mB
m m
i C
¼
sm di @
cij ym
ij þ c i zi þ ai m A:
di
j2nðN Þ
m2Mi2nðN Þ
X X

0

j–i
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Algorithm 1. Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition algorithm.

1: Initialize the basic a ¼ NULL; b ¼ NULL;
2: K ¼ 1;
3: while RC > 0 do
4: Calculate amount of cost and storage with the
new column, aK ; bK ;
5: a ¼ ½a aK  and b ¼ ½b bK ;
6: Solve Master problem for the optimal
multipliers ai ; 8i 2 nðN Þ and r;
7: Solve jMj subproblems parallelly corresponding
to ai ; 8i 2 nðN Þ;
8: Calculate the reduced cost RC;
9: K ¼ K þ 1;
10: end while


m
m m
c
y
þ
c
z
. With the use
ij
m2M
ij
i i
P
m
m
of the implicit constraint xi þ j2nðSÞ yij þ zm
i ¼ 1 for all
cm
i 

P

In case there is symmetry in PrimalðN Þ, the size of the
optimization problem can be reduced. Let N ¼ jN j and
n ¼ jnðN Þj be the number of SPs and the number of caching
nodes, respectively, and M ¼ jMj be the number of contents in the network. PrimalðN Þ problem has Mnðn þ 1Þ
variables and Mnð2n þ 1Þ þ n constraints. However, the
reduced problem has only MNðN þ 2Þ variables and
MNð2N þ 3Þ þ N constraints if all the nodes in the SP have
the same storage capacities and the costs for one unit of
content m transferred from the original source to every
node in the SP are also the same.
To allow fractional caching, each content is stored in
multiple chunks. Each chunk is identiﬁed by a chunk identiﬁcation (ID). Provided that the fractions stored at the
nodes of any content do not overlap, the optimal bandwidth expense can be achieved regardless of the order of
the fractions stored at the caching nodes. To avoid the
overlapping, the server that handles the master problem
assigns the ranges of chunk IDs to the SPs, and each SP
assigns the chunks to its nodes. A message passing mechanism can be used to inform between the server and the
caching nodes. The nodes then store the fractions of the
contents with the assigned chunked IDs.
4. Variations of the primal problem
We present two variations of PrimalðN Þ that the coalitional game framework in Section 2 can be applied analogously in
this section. The ﬁrst variation is the bandwidth-saving
maximization problem addressed in Ref. [1]. In any coalition S, all the contents must be downloaded from the
repositories if there is not any replication in S. Hence, the
P
P
total trafﬁc transferred within coalition S is
m2M
i2nðSÞ
m

sm di c m
i . The total bandwidth saving is the subtraction of
the total bandwidth cost with caching from the total bandP
P
m m
width cost without caching, i.e.,
m2M
i2nðSÞ s di

m

m
i2nðSÞ s di


P

j2nðSÞ
j–i

j–i

i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M, the total bandwidth saving becomes


P
P
P
m m
m
m
m
cm
.
Therefore,
j2nðSÞ ðc
m2M
i2nðSÞ s di
i xi þ
i  cij Þyij
j–i

the equivalent bandwidth-saving maximization problem is
as follows

Max:

X X
m2Mi2nðSÞ

st:

X

0
mB
m
sm di @cm
i xi þ

X

1
mC
ðcm
i  cij Þyij A

j2nðSÞ
j–i

s m xm
i 6 Bi ; 8i 2 nðSÞ;

m2M
ym
ij 6

xm
i
Algorithm 1 describes the Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition algorithm solving PrimalðN Þ problem. For instance,
the LP with 10,000 contents and 20 caching nodes in the
grand coalition cannot be solved using a normal PC
because of out of the memory. However, the problem is
completely solved on the same PC through decomposition.

P

xm
8i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M;
j ;
X
m
þ
ym
ij þ zi 6 1; 8i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M;
j2nðSÞ
j–i

m
m
xm
i P 0; yij P 0; zi P 0;

8i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M;

P

m
m
where the constraint xm
j2nðSÞ y
i þ
ij þ zi ¼ 1 is relaxed to
j–i
P
m
m
m
xi þ j2nðSÞ yij þ zi 6 1 in the maximization problem.
j–i

In the second variation, the constraint on the link
bandwidth can be added to the primal problem.
Similar to the problem considered in Ref. [2], let rm be
m
the bit-rate of video m (in Mbps) and f i ðtÞ be the number
of requests for video m at node i in time-slot t. Note that if
m
the demand di is the number of requests of content m at
node i in a time period T, e.g., minutes, hours, days, weeks,
P
m
m
etc., then di ¼ Tt¼1 f i ðtÞ. Denote L be the set of links connecting the nodes, Lðj; iÞ be the path from node j to node i,
and Lðo; iÞ be the path from repository to node i. Let
W l ; l 2 L be the link capacities (in Mbps). The capacity
constraint is that the trafﬁc on every link must not
P
P
m m
exceed the link capacity, i.e.,
m2M
i2nðSÞ r f i ðtÞ
P

m
m
j2nðSÞ; j–i; l2Lðj;iÞ yij þ zi2nðSÞ; l2Lðo;iÞ 6 W l for all t 2 T and
l 2 L. With this new constraint added to PrimalðSÞ problem, the analysis framework presented in Section 2 can
be analogously applied. The dual problem of the new problem is shown in appendix.
5. Numerical results
In the experiments, the demands of the contents are
assumed to follow Zipf–Mandelbrot distribution given by
Eq. (5) with q ¼ 10 and a ¼ 1. The request rate to each SP
is 10 requests per minute and evenly distributed among
the caching nodes within the SP. The network is assumed
to have 10,000 contents and the network topology is
described in Fig. 3. When two SPs cooperate, the trafﬁc
between them is transferred via their gateways. The cost
of the path between any two nodes is the number of hops.
Accordingly, cij ¼ 2 for all i; j in the same SP and cij ¼ 3 if i
and j are in different SPs. Suppose that the cost to transfer
one unit of any content m 2 M from the original source to
node i for all i 2 nðN Þ is cm
i ¼ 10. All the contents have the
equal sizes, i.e., s ¼ 2 GB. The storage capacity of each node
is assumed 500 GB unless speciﬁed otherwise.
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Fig. 3. Network topology in the simulations.

5.1. Effectiveness of the cooperation
In this experiment, we monitor the payoff of each SP
when the number of SPs joining the coalition increase
gradually. Each SP is assumed to have ten caching nodes.
The Shapley and nucleolus solutions in this case are also
the same as the dual-based solution. Fig. 4 shows that
the dual-based cost per SP gradually decreases when the
number of SPs joining into the coalition increases. Without
cooperation, the shared cost for each SP is 64.53 GB per
minute. The collaboration of two SPs causes the cost per
SP to decrease to 54.21 GB per minute, which is 84% of
the cost of non-cooperation. Collaborating 3 SPs results
in the cost per SP dropping to 47.52 GB per minute, which
is 73.6% of the cost of non-cooperation (Fig. 4). However,
the cost does not linearly decrease as the number of SPs
in the coalition increases. As shown in Fig. 4, the decrease
in the shared cost of each SP in a larger coalition is not as
steep as that in a smaller coalition. For example, when the
coalition size is eight SPs, if a new SP joins the coalition, its
cost decreases to about 50% compared to the noncooperative cost. Nevertheless, each prior SP reduces its
cost by only 1.89%. Intuitively, if the coalition already
contains most of the items, then adding more SPs into
the coalition does not bring considerable beneﬁt to the
current SPs in the coalition.
We now monitor the effect of shape parameter a in the
popularity distribution (5) to the costs of SPs. The shared
cost of each SP in the coalition decreases as the number
of SPs in the coalition increases, which agrees with the

Fig. 4. Cost of SP as a function of the number of SPs in a coalition (a ¼ 1).

Fig. 5. Cost of SP as a function of shape parameter a in the popularity
distribution (5).

previous result (see Fig. 5). Moreover, given the size of
the coalition, the effectiveness of the cooperative caching
improves as the popularity distribution is steeper (i.e., a
smaller a) and vice versa.
5.2. Shared cost of SP in coalition
In this experiment, the shared cost of each SP is examined when varying the SP’s assets in the contribution to the
coalition. The assets of SP are usually the number of nodes
in the network and the storage capacities of the nodes. Logically, the cost of an SP with a higher contribution should
be lower than that of the other SPs. We consider two SPs.
All parameters of the ﬁrst SP are ﬁxed whereas those of
the second SP are varied. The request rates to the two
SPs are assumed to be equal.
To calculate the nucleolus values in case of two SPs, the
excesses of coalitions f1g and f2g are p1  v ðf1gÞ and
p2  v ðf2gÞ, respectively. These values are negative. Meanwhile, the total excesses of these two coalitions are
p1 þ p2  v ðf1gÞ  v ðf2gÞ ¼ v ðf1; 2gÞ  v ðf1gÞ  v ðf2gÞ,
which are constant numbers. Hence, the minimum of the
maximum rule leads to two equal excesses. Therefore,
the nucleolus cost allocations of SP1 and SP2 are
v ðf1;2gÞþv ðf1gÞv ðf2gÞ
v ðf1gÞ
and v ðf1;2gÞþv ðf2gÞ
, respectively. These
2
2
values are also equal to the Shapley values.
The cost per node of both SPs decreases when the number of storage nodes in SP1 is ﬁxed to ten nodes and the
number of nodes in SP2 is gradually increased (see
Fig. 6a). However, the cost of SP2 decreases faster than that
of SP1. The dual-based, Shapley, and nucleolus costs of SP2
are higher than those of SP1 when the number of nodes in
SP2 is less than that in SP1 and vice versa. Therefore, the SP
with more caching nodes in the coalition pays the less cost.
Similarly, Fig. 6b shows that when the storage capacity
of SP1 is ﬁxed and that of SP2 is increased, the shared
cost of SP2 is lower than that of SP1 when the storage
capacity of the nodes in SP2 is less than that in SP1, and
vice versa. In three plots of Fig. 6, the non-cooperative
caching always yields a higher cost than the dual-based,
Shapley, or nucleolus costs.
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Appendix A
Let dl ðtÞ be the Lagrange multiplier associated with the
link bandwidth constraint. The dual problem of the problem with the added link bandwidth constraints is given by

Max:

!

X

X

i2nðSÞ

m2M

m
i

c  Bi ai 

t2T l2L

X

m

st:s ai 

bm
ji

j2nðSÞ;j–i
m

XX
W l dl ðtÞ

sm di cij þ bm
ij þ

m
i ;

Pc

XX

8i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M

ð14Þ

m

r m dl ðtÞf i ðtÞ P cm
i ;

t2T l2Lðj;iÞ

(a)

8i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M

m
sm di cm
i

þ

XX

r

m

m
dl ðtÞf i ðtÞ

m
i ;

Pc

ð15Þ

8i 2 nðSÞ; m 2 M;

t2T l2Lðo;iÞ

ð16Þ

ai P 0; bmij P 0; cmi P 0; dl ðtÞ P 0;
8i; j 2 nðSÞ; i – j; m 2 M; l 2 L; t 2 T:

ð17Þ
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(b)
Fig. 6. Comparison of the cost of two SPs when the parameters of SP1 are
ﬁxed (i.e., the number of nodes is 10, the storage capacity per node is
500 GB) and those of SP2 are varied. (a) Varying the number of the
caching nodes of SP2 and (b) varying the storage of the caching nodes of
SP2.

6. Conclusions
This study considers the cooperation among SPs in
caching the contents using the coalitional game approach.
The core of the bandwidth-expense coalitional game is
non-empty. The dual-based cost allocation stabilizes the
grand coalition. Other solution concepts are also introduced, i.e., Shapley and nucleolus solutions. By utilizing
the block-angular structure of the primal problem, the
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition approach is applied to solve
the large-scale LP. The main problem is decomposed into
many subproblems, which can be solved in parallel.
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